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Abstract

Under severe accidents that a large amount of hydrogen is expected to release, the In-

Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) air space has more worse condition with

respect to the hydrogen control since, as one of hydrogen source compartment, normally it is

separated from the other compartments and has relatively small volume. The hydrogen

concentrations in the IRWST gas space, when the hydrogen was directly released into this area,

were analyzed using the MAAP4 code in order to investigate if locally very high concentrations

could be reduced so that inadvertent detonation or detonation-to-deflagration (DDT) in this area

might be prevented. For this purpose, the thermo-hydraulic and combustion phenomena being

capable of occurring in the IRWST were also considered. As a result of numerical calculations

with 12-compartment containment model, the time duration that the flammable gas mixture was

formed was greatly decreased via oxygen-starved or steam-rich conditions, although

instantaneously peak concentration itself could not be avoided. Moreover, if the diffusion flame

or steam stripping can be occurred in the IRWST, it was expected to have more chance to

control the hydrogen in the IRWST gas space. After the hydrogen finished to be rapidly released,

the hydrogen in this area could be controlled by the PARs' hydrogen depletion and by igniter* s

deliberate burning. Especially, the review on the analyses for two typical, but most probable

sequences of quite a different hydrogen release modes gives an insight that the flammable gas

mixture in the IRWST can be avoid by rapid depressurization operation, which is

recommendable for being implemented into accident management program.
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Introduction

A large amount of hydrogen is expected to release within the containment of nuclear power

plants after the onset of a severe accident, leading to core degradation and melting. An

unmitigated hydrogen generation and combustion during and following severe accidents

contribute significantly to risk because of their respective effects on acceleration of the reactor

core damage and promotion of containment failure. For a mitigation against this hazard, the

Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR) has designed to implement the Hydrogen Mitigation

System (HMS) which consists of passive autocatalytic recombiners {PARs) complemented by

locally installed hydrogen igniters. The KNGR HMS is designed to accommodate the hydrogen

generation from 100% fuel clad metal-water reaction and limit the hydrogen concentration in

containment below 10 vol% in compliance with 10CFR50.34(f) requirements. Especially, the

local hydrogen concentration at anywhere in the containment is also limited as low as possible

so that a possibility of the hydrogen detonation can be, in principle, eliminated

Numerical analyses performed to support the HMS design has demonstrated that the hydrogen

was mixed well in all areas except for hydrogen release locations.[1] And the hydrogen

concentration was predicted to maintain much below 10 vol% by the HMS except for In-

Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) gas space. In KNGR containment, two

hydrogen source compartments are expected to be: one is the S/Gs room in which the RCS

break is located, and two is the IRWST gas space. Of the two, the IRWST gas space has worse

condition with respect to the hydrogen control since normally it is separated from the other

compartments and has relatively small volume. The IRWST is the annular compartment located

at the lowest elevation in the KNGR containment except for the reactor cavity and is primary

heat sink and collector of any discharge and leakage from PSV/SDVS actuation. Figure 1 shows

schematics of the IRWST general arrangement in which four PARs and two hydrogen igniters

installed at the IRWST air space among KNGR HMS are also presented.

Under beyond design basis accidents or severe accidents, the hydrogen can be released into

IRWST water pool through Safety Depressurization and Vent System (SDVS) discharge lines

and spargers if the Pilot-Operated Safety and Relief Valves (POSRVs) would open by any

SDVS actuation or event. Furthermore, the collection of hydrogen in air space above the water

pool in the IRWST is expected. If severe hydrogen release condition is given, for example, even

the peak hydrogen concentration of 50 vol% and over can be sustained in this area during quite

a time interval [1] From this reason, in order to prevent unintended detonation or combustion of

hydrogen in this area, as well as to maintain a hydrogen concentration of less than 10 vol%,
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PARs and hydrogen igniters are located in the air space of the IRWST and connected

compartments.

Figure 1A Schematic of the KNGR IRWST

This paper presents numerical analyses for thermo-hydraulic/combustion phenomena occurring

in the IRWST naturally or not, as one of the evaluations on the uncertainties issued in hydrogen

control problem. And it will provide a technical basis on a HMS design in this area. The

analyses are performed using MAAP4 computer code[2] for two typical, but most probable

accident sequences. Though the limitation inherent in lumped parameter code, it is well known

that the MAAP4 code is applicable to a prediction of hydrogen distribution and combustion in

the NPP containment. Among the combustion phenomena to be discussed, the detonation or

detonation-to-deflagration(DDT) is excluded for beyond the scope of MAAP4 code.

MAAP4 Modeling of the KNGR Containment

Basically, an analysis on the hydrogen distribution and combustion in the containment scale

requires detailed containment nodalization through a review of structural arrangement on

containment based on experimental findings and engineering judgements. But since this

analysis focuses on the hydrogen concentration in the IRWST when the hydrogen is directly

released into water pool through POSRVs, a simpler nodalization of 12 compartments was

developed. Figure 2 shows schematics of the nodalization of the KNGR containment in which

the IRWST(Compt. No. 12) located in the lowest part, has a free volume of 3324.85 rr? and

normally is filled with water up to 12 feet out of 16 feet. The IRWST air space is connected into

the annular compartment (Compt. No. 10) through four pressure relief dampers (PRDs). The
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PRDs (Junction No. 34) are automatically opened by pressure difference of 0.5 psid at both

directions in order to prevent the IRWST water being contaminated in normal condition and

promoting atmospheric mixing under the accident.

Contalrment Dome 1

2 - Corium Chamber Room
3 - Reactor Vessel Anrtulus
( - Refueling Pool
7 - PZR Compt.

El : compartment no.
(talk:: junction no.

Figure 2 The KNGR Containment Nodalization

Four PARs and two hydrogen igniters are installed at the air space of the IRWST (see Figure 1).

When the hydrogen is released into this area, the PARs deplete the hydrogen even at very low

concentration regardless of the steam content. The hydrogen igniters can burn the hydrogen by

satisfying the flammability limit for the gas mixture. MAAP4 contains appropriate empirical

correlations to establish the concentrations requirements to support combustion[2]. Especially,

for a simulation of PARs updated PAR performance models developed by the suppliers are

additionally programmed into MAAP4 code.

The Accident Sequences Analyzed

MAAP4 calculations were performed for two accident sequences : Station Blackout and Loss-

of-Feedwater. These scenarios were chosen from the more probable accident sequences

determined by the probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) level 1 works and are a representative of

transients in which the hydrogen can be released into IRWST water pool through POSRVs. Loss

of feedwater (LOFW17) sequence which has the largest contribution to core damage frequency,

includes a loss of main feedwater, reactor trip, failure to deliver auxiliary feedwater, and failure

of the feed and bleed operation of primary system. The failure of feed and bleed operation for

this sequence is only applied for the feed portion so that the RCS can be depressurized via the

manual openings of POSRVs during the accident progression. For the estimation of MAAP4

hydrogen generation, the bleed portion is simulated so that all of four POSRVs would be

manually open at 30 minutes after the first automatic opening of POSRVs due to

overpressurization.
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Station blackout (SBO22) with second highest frequency includes a station blackout, reactor trip

and failure of recovery AC power within 10 hours. In general terminology, the SBO is defined

as all of loss of offsite power, loss of Diesel Generator, and loss of Alternate AC power (AAC).

During SBO sequence, therefore, only available power source is DC battery and the Turbine-

Driven Pump (TDP) powered from this battery will perform its function during expected

mission time depending upon battery capacity. For MAAP4 modeling, it is assumed that a TDP

of one S/G will work during 8 hours after SIAS and the recovery of AC power is failed all the

accident time.

Accident Consequences and Hydrogen Releases

The consequences of numerical simulations for the accident sequences are summarized in Table

1 where all the useful information for the discussion about hydrogen mixing and control

analyses is included. The LOFW17 sequence without heat removal of secondary side showed

fast core melt progression so that the reactor vessel failure occurred at 4 hours after the accident

initiation. The SBO22 sequence is also likely to consider as fast in thai, after having performed

limited heat removal by the actuation of TDP for 8 hours, the thermal load imposed by decay

heat and exothermic chemical reaction has to be removed by only POSRVs opening via

overpressure protection.

The LOFW17 sequence can be characterized as low RCS pressure sequence due to functioning

of rapid depressurization. By this action, in LOFW17 large amount of steam residing in RCS

could escape from the RCS through POSRVs, and this result with inherently fast transient led to

the smaller core damage fraction during effective accident progression. But LOFW17 showed

the severe and violent interaction between the core materials. Conservative best-estimate

analyses with the MAAP4 code showed that about 57 and 77 percent of the active fuel-cladding

oxidized at in-vessel phase for LOFW17 and SBO22, respectively. Table 1 contains the amount

of hydrogen produced in the core and the maximum hydrogen generation rate for two sequences.

The maximum generation rate is in LOFW17 sequence, where the rate is 19.62 kg/sec during

the slumping of molten corium into the lower head.

Figures 3 and 4 show the hydrogen and steam flow rates into the IRWST water pool through

POSRVs for two accident sequences. Generally, the hydrogen can be only released after most of

steam escape from the RCS since the hydrogen is generated by steam consumption at high

temperature environment. As stated in previous paragraph, the LOFW17 sequence showed mild

transient. The hydrogen release rate in LOFW17 sequence was much less than that in SBO22

sequence. The maximum hydrogen release rate in SBO22 sequence is about 7.5 kg/sec, which
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implies that the hydrogen generated could be accumulated before the POSRVs automatically

open. At any rate, it is expected that exceedingly large hydrogen release rate could make the

hydrogen concentration in IRWST rise rapidly at the same rate. It is noted, however, that the

formation of a flammable gas mixture has to be determined by gas constituents in the IRWST

atmosphere, not the hydrogen concentration only.

Table 1 A Summary of Key Events of the Accident Sequences
Event

First Opening of POSRVs (sec)

First Opening of PRDs (sec)
Core Uncovery (sec)
Saturation of IRWST Water Pool (sec)
Timing of Severe Core Melting (sec)
(Max. Core Temp. > 2500 K)
Timing of Max. Hydrogen Generation (sec)
Max. Hydrogen Generation Rate (kg/sec)
Relocation of Molten Corium into PRV Lower Head (sec)
Reactor Vessel Failure (sec)
Fraction of Zircaloy Oxidation (%)

LOFW17

2,887

3,176
4,606
6,750

13,517

14,683
19.62
14,596
23,057
43.96

SBO22
918 (first)

37,781 (second)
39,383
42,233

46,564

47,442
6.15

50,975
51,146
59.52

or 7 .
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Figure 3 Hydrogen Source Releases
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Figure 4 Steam Source Releases

Hydrogen Concentrations in IRWST

Much effort on hydrogen distribution analysis for the KNGR containment had found that tie

hydrogen was predicted to mix well in all the areas except the IRWST gas space.[l] The

hydrogen concentration in the IRWST was substantially the higher than would be expected for

uniform concentration in the containment compartments. This is a consequence of releasing a

large amount of hydrogen into a relatively small gas volume and therefore the IRWST is the

only compartment of the combustion potential to induce burn propagation and/or acceleration
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hydrogen source releases for L0FW17 and SBO22 sequences, respectively. These figures

include all the cases considered for this analysis.

Hydrogen Control in IRWST Gas Space for L0FW17 Sequence
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Figure 5 H2 Concentrations for LOFW17 Figure 6 H2 Concentrations for SBO22

No considering the HMS within the IRWST, the hydrogen concentration rose rapidly and the

peak concentrations were over 55 % for LOFW17 sequence and 95 % for SBO22 sequence.

And the hydrogen continued to maintain these extremely high concentrations until the hydrogen

source finished to release (Refer to Figure 3). For SBO22 sequence, even pure hydrogen almost

occupied in the IRWST gas space. But, the flammability of gas mixtures in two sequences was

predicted to be quite different from each other. LOFW17 sequence generated no flammable

mixture by steam-rich or oxygen-starved conditions, but the SBO22 sequence produced a large

portion of gas mixtures passing the DDT or detonation region. This is confirmed by Figures 7

and 8 which analyzed the combustion potential for hydrogen-steam-air mixtures. It can be stated

in SBO22 sequence that the hydrogen concentrations at leading and lagging edges of the peak

plateau can have a combustion potential by meeting the flammability limit and this can induce

the deflagration of the mixture in the IRWST and propagate the burn into adjacent

compartments, or be developed into DDT in an annular space of the IRWST. As seen in Figures

5 and 6, the time duration of hydrogen concentration exceeding 10 vol% was predicted to be

about 0.5 and 4.0 hours for LOFW17 and SBO22 sequences, respectively.

Considering the HMS of four PARs and two hydrogen igniters, the hydrogen concentrations for

two sequences were reduced as expected, but the HMS effectiveness was quite different from

each other. The PARs recombined the similar amount of the hydrogen at their own capacity for

both sequences, but due to this hydrogen depletion, hydrogen igniters behaved in a different
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Figure 7 Ternary Diagram for IRWST in LOFW17 Sequences

For LOFW17 sequence, PARs5 hydrogen depletion could make inerting atmosphere breaking so

that the hydrogen igniters was a little working (see the case of the HMS in Figure 7). On the

contrary, for SBO22 sequence as compared with no HMS in Figure 6, the hydrogen igniters are

very effective to remove the hydrogen in the IRWST atmosphere, the flammability was not

greatly improved as seen in the case of the HMS of Figure 8. This fact means the gas mixture

produced in SBO22 sequence can easily meet the flammability limit and therefore, if deliberate

ignition by igniters is provided, the hydrogen can be controlled. The different combustion

behavior via hydrogen igniters found here implies that the control of hydrogen concentration in

IRWST is closely related with the mode of hydrogen release, and partly with IRWST physical

design. The IRWST gas space can be maintained an inflammable state by oxygen starvation if

two accident conditions are met. One is that the hydrogen is released continuously and it can be

achieved by rapid RCS depressurization via SDVS operation or an event of stuck-open POSRVs.

Two is that the IRWST is separated from the other compartments during the accident

progression and it can occur on when, if hydrogen-rich gas mixture is released, induced pressure
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rise is too small to open the PRDs between the IRWST and annular compartments. The example

of the accident sequences satisfying two requisites is just like L0FW17 sequence.

Ternary Diagram for IRWST (SBO22 - No HMS)
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On the other hand, there exists some time interval for SBO sequence that the hydrogen

concentration exceeded 10 vol% in which the gas mixture could be flammable, although the

HMS was installed. This motivates more investigation on hydrogen control. In KNGR

containment, the key parameters to govern the hydrogen concentration in the IRWST can be

divided as two parts; one is physical design items such as PRD size and opening pressure,

IRWST free volume, and SDVS design and two is uncertainties on IRWST thermo-hydraulic

phenomena. Reference 1 had found that the sensitivity calculations for some of physical design

items had a little effect on improving the hydrogen control. From these results, the former is

excluded in this analysis because the physical items were already governed by other limiting

design parameters, and therefore, the latter will be discussed in the following section.
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Sensitivity Calculations

Because the hydrogen concentration of higher than 10 vol% in a condition of flammable gas

mixture cannot help avoiding in SBO22 sequence, additional analyses were performed to clarify

the uncertainty on thermo-hydraulic or combustion phenomena. First, the diffusion flame as the

combustion phenomena being able to occur in the IRWST, is considered. This phenomenon is a

continuous burning of combustible gas in incoming flows providing certain conditions are

met [4,5] Although there has been existed an uncertainty on diffusion flame stability which

depends upon jet diameter, velocity, temperature, and composition of incoming gas mixture, it

was experimentally observed in tests with hydrogen released through the BWR suppression

pool. [6] In these circumstance the original ignition observed at the ceiling above the

suppression pool was anchored to the suppression pool surface as a steady diffusion flame and

after being a oxygen depletion condition from these regions, the flame was observed to lift to

the ceiling again. Several aspects of these test observations are consistent with the KNGR

although the uncertainties on the location and stability of diffusion flame are existed. The

calculation result is also shown in Figures 5 through 8 in which the diffusion flame in MAAP4

could be modeled and controlled by a single parameter TJBRN. The effect of the calculations

appeared to be more distinct in SBO22 sequence than in the LOFW17 sequence. The hydrogen

consumption was a little increased and the combustion made the accident progression retard,

compared with a case of the HMS. So, the flammability of the gas mixture was a little improved

as shown in Figure 8.

Second, the phenomenon considered is the degree of steam condensation in the IRWST water

pool when very hot steam is directly released. In MAAP4 default model, the steam released is

assumed to condense perfectly until the water temperature increases up to its saturation

condition, which can predict the hydrogen concentration conservative. For better realistic

modeling, it is reasonable to assume that some portion of the steam can escape the water pool

by vapor stripping by noncondensable gases, especially near at saturation condition. [1] This is

adopted in updated version of MAAP4 code. This sensitivity improved the calculation results as

also shown in Figures 5 through 8 by reducing the peak hydrogen concentration. At least, the

possibility of DDT or detonation for two sequences could be eliminated as seen in Figures 7 and

Most important thing obtainable from this analysis is that the hydrogen control in the IRWST

gas space can be achieved by the RCS rapid depressurization. According to the KNGR accident

management program, once the core damage has occurred and the core exit temperature has

exceeds 1200 °F, the primary action taken by operators is the RCS rapid depressurization. Thus,
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if this action is creditable, the hydrogen control can achievable. For the case of no HMS in

Figure 5, the gas mixture released by rapid depressurization could maintain the inert condition

for all the time of the calculation. Figure 9 presents an effect of rapid depressurization for

SBO22 sequence, which shows the similar result as in L0FW17 sequence. This fact is resulted

from the steam-rich atmospheres formed by a large amount of overheated steam initially

released before the hydrogen is released into the IRWST water pool. The water temperatures for

two accident sequences are compared on Figure 10. During and after being in inert atmosphere,

the hydrogen will be controlled by the PARs and by igniter's deliberate burning.

Ternary Diagram for IRWST (SBO22 - HMS)
Rapid Depressuriozation by SOVS

Ftammabllllylimit

Figure 9 Ternary Diagram for IRWST

By Rapid Depressurization

IRWST Water Temperature for Accident Sequences (No HMS)
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Figure 10 IRWST Water Temperatures

Conclusion

The hydrogen concentrations in the IRWST gas space, when the hydrogen is directly released

into this area, were analyzed using the MAAP4 code in order to investigate if locally very high

concentrations can be reduced so that inadvertent detonation or DDT may be prevented. For this

purpose, the thermo-hydraulic and combustion phenomena being capable of occurring in the

IRWST were also considered. As a result, although instantaneously peak concentration itself

could not be avoided, duration of the time that the flammable gas mixture was formed was

greatly decreased via oxygen-starved or steam-rich conditions. If the diffusion flame or steam

stripping can be occurred in the IRWST, it is expected to have more chance to control the

hydrogen in the IRWST gas space. After the hydrogen finishes to be rapidly released, the

hydrogen in this area is expected to be controlled by the PARs and by igniter's deliberate

burning. Especially, the review on the analyses for two sequences of quite a different hydrogen

release modes gives an insight that the flammable gas mixture in the IRWST can be avoid by
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rapid depressurization operation, which is recommendable for being implemented into accident

management program.

Nevertheless, for the hydrogen concentrations analyzed here, an evaluation on hydrogen

detonation will have to be performed to confirm that the KNGR containment including the

IRWST can prevent this explosive combustion occurring or withstand the consequence from

them.
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